



 





All in the Family
Interview with HKIoD Members
Dr Lau Wah Sum and Sons Messrs
Edward Lau, Peter Lau and Winston Lau
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ቓМ٤ӑҡȃቓМ߫ӑҡ
ᏰོོޟষϚЍپՌӣΙড়৳Ȃᗶณтঈܚޟཾȃர՝ȃီٱԑၥٮϚΙࣺۡӣȂӨՌ
࣏ီٱடཾՄֆΨȂ܄ԪϷٴȂ༈يܛԁޟቋȂтঈٱ࢈ޟுרঈঅᜢȄ

Interviewees ڧᄇຫ
Dr Lau Wah Sum GBS LLD DBA JP Hon FHKIoD – Chairman, Equity Group;
Honorary Adviser, The Hong Kong Institute of Directors ; Awardee of
Directors Of The Year Awards, 2001 (Category: Statutory / Non-profitdistributing Organisation, Non-Executive Directors)
ቓිിρ–ԊཾღкৰȄॷ෫ီٱᏰོᄸៗ୰Ѕ2001ԑ࡙ȶറюီٱዩȷுк
(տȈۡݲ/ߨϷցዜಢᙑȂߨஈီ)ٱȄ

Mr Edward Lau FHKIoD – Director, Tedford Strategic Limited
ቓМᛒӑҡ – Ⴡᙴ๊Ԥ३ϴѧီٱ

Mr Peter Lau MHKIoD – Managing Director, Asia One Communications Group
ቓМ٤ӑҡġȗٳ༈ଉღီٱᖂင౩

Mr Winston Lau MHKIoD – Director, Permtex Limited
ቓМ߫ӑҡġȗġӑႀϽώԤ३ϴѧီٱ

The interview was conducted with the Lau family back in June. Surrounded by his sons
and grandsons - all of whom are achievers in their own right - Dr Lau was the perfect
picture of an enviable patriarch when the family discussed corporate governance.
Regrettably two months later, we heard that oldest son Mr Edward Lau passed away
following a sudden illness on 16 August. In addition to passing on our condolences, we
would like to use these pages to record for posterity traces of Mr Lau's life.
ຊ߰ķѡܺሃኒѩϘਛ་֖ണயȂኒൾЀۊਗلȂညџѭЄেᗾগၭڰНႽȂಿϠ᎘
૯লӠȂઈޤᓉऀȄҞఓԴണய؆ࢢیৎѡȂఀఉኒൾЀߞࠜЄኒћᜑԐӠݺĹѡĲķ
џԯઽҝѵȂतऎఌఓȄѽթћୃ敍ኒћᜑԐӠߞӠࡈᙇᆍȂڭ७ѽାѕఔ݇Ȅ
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You were an ardent advocate of
HKIoD and worked hard towards
setting it up. Then you went on to
become its first Deputy Chairman.
Since 2001, you have been HKIoD’s
Honorary Adviser. Can you share
with our readers your years of
engagement with HKIoD?
Dr Lau: Throughout my professional life,
I’ve always been involved in finance and
accounting-related matters. I also acted as
director for various listed companies and
statutory bodies. Around the time of Hong
Kong’s Handover in 1997, I was approaching
retirement age and wished to give back to
society and the business community in
some way. I felt at the time that Hong Kong
was lacking in the training of directors,
especially independent non-executive
directors (INEDs). Both the quantity and
quality of directors were inadequate. My
dear old friend and former colleague the late
Sir Gordon MacWhinnie also shared my
thinking. Our original idea was to set up a
professional body for INEDs, to promote
social responsibility and pass on our experiences to both independent non-executive
and executive directors of the next generation. At that time, the local branch of the
Institute of Directors (IoD) from UK was
planning to separate from the UK organisation as a wholly independent body after
Hong Kong's return to Chinese rule in 1997.
So after discussing the issue with another
good friend Dr Moses Cheng Mo Chi, we
decided by combining forces with those
from the Hong Kong branch of IoD, as we
stood a better chance to raise corporate
governance standards. So the two groups
pulled together to launch HKIoD.
As a seasoned director, what would
you like to share with the younger
generation in terms of experience
and insight?
Dr Lau: A director should keep pace with
the times and catch up with governance
standards. For instance, all directors should
pay credence to “social, environmental and
governance” matters, which have become a
top priority among directors worldwide in

recent years. Dating back some 20 years
ago when I acted as director, I was already
championing causes such as reducing
energy consumption, greening the environment and having work-life balance policies
to benefit employees. In addition to guarding the company’s interest, I believe that
INEDs also should take the conscientious
approach and answer to the public, employees and minority shareholders. In Hong
Kong, INEDs are paid relatively low fees
but their responsibility is great. To live up
to his or her role as an INED, a person
often has to invest a lot of time on preparatory work and must draw on practical
experience. That, indeed, can pose a
problem. To grow as directors, they also
require guidance from the chairman of the
board involving a lot of soft skills and
tactics.
Mr Edward Lau: From my father, I
learned first hand that the knack to good
management is to learn from mistakes, be
broad minded and stay low keyed. I draw
my motto from the verse in a popular
martial arts novel “The Book and the
Sword” by Louis Cha Leung Yung, better
known by his pen name Jin Yong. It says
something to this effect: “Passionate love
may not last forever. High intelligence may
bring lowly insult. A gentleman behaves
modestly, like a piece of jade that is supple
and luscious in the core.” What the verse
means to say is this: Someone who wallows
in uncompromising feelings is unlikely to
enjoy a lasting relationship. Someone who
thinks too highly of his own smarts may
make a fool of himself. A person of noble
character should be as subtle as a piece of
uncut jade – unremarkable on the outside
but highly valuable and exquisite on the
inside.
Mr Peter Lau: Throughout my years in
management, I learned a lot, first from
my father, then from my junior years as
an investment banker and from the
founding of Asia One Communications
Group in 1997. When working in investment banking, I was responsible for
high-risk financial products. As such, I
paid particular attention to risk management when I started my own business,
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using diversification as a means to
mitigate risks. I believe that the more
specialised a business is, the more it
should diversify in terms of balancing
sources
of
income,
production,
efficiency controls and human resource
allocation. In addition, the board of
directors must place enough trust in
employees and let them manage. The
“top-down approach” is passé. If a
proper system is in place, then it is no
longer necessary to ask question of every
little thing.
As directors, what common values do
you hold?
Dr Lau: As the saying goes, a man can’t
stand tall if he’s not honest. Integrity is
the most important quality for a director.
Personally, I agree with the Confucian
adage: “Show sincerity; think morally;
improve oneself; unify the family; rule the
country; reign the whole world.” To be
sincere with others is to say what you
mean. Spoken words are meant to express
one’s thoughts. You will need to show a
proper attitude to win over someone.
Moreover, a director must have vision
when formulating strategies. When he
sees results, he must share success with
others and learn to be thankful.
Mr Edward Lau: Integrity is first and
foremost for any director, who obviously
must be accountable to society. Formulating “social, environmental and governance” strategies is an investment. You
will be rewarded much more than you

invest through long-term savings and
goodwill.
Mr Peter Lau: A director must have
vision. Asia One opened for business in
the midst of the Asian financial crisis.
The fast-changing environment made me
realise that my company must have a
diversified scope of business and not rely
solely on financial printing. This decision
allowed Asia One to develop from an
ordinary printing house into a vertically
integrated communication enterprise.
Mr Winston Lau: Surely a director has
to be honest, upright and efficient all at
once. But for someone in my industry –
which is construction materials – it is
also important to pay attention to
product quality and on-time delivery. If
we can’t meet these basic standards,
then it will be hard to win trust from
customers and respect from peers.
As a family, do you share any
common interest?
Summarised reply: For father and
sons, sailing is a common interest and
pastime. Dr Lau encouraged his sons to
take to the sea at a tender age on the belief
that learning to sail is a good way to train
up their independence and survival skills.
All four have participated actively in
managing the affairs of the Hong Kong Sea
Cadet Corps. Dr Lau was a Chairman of
the cadet corps’ council. Although he is
80-some years old, he is still passionate
about sailing and plans to go on a sailing
vacation with the family overseas.
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ቓිിρ࿋ԑᑖྃ௰ଢ଼ॷ෫ီٱᏰོ
ޟԙҳȂԙҳࡣюӈᏰོޟкৰȂՌ
ĳııĲԑଔԙ࣏Ᏸོޟᄸៗ୰Ȃџ֏Ϸ
ٴᆜϛᘈᅎŀ
ቓිിρȈϘߡѽڽȂߞاሃச
фྻڰசहᝯȂӺฅҍԇԺਛϯҾгҦф
ܠޱᑟᅹߞၭڰЍ֯ȄԴϯѵ॔ĺıՐ҃শส
ᙩࡈࢢȂညاЏܨଡ଼ԃՐȂϘѕౕؓ
ឥߤྻфឥधȂࡒգྏݺশสႵ૿ѻ
ၭߞڰைȂэ࣏ێԴᑾӲࠧே֖ၭڰўব
ȂЙᎢ࣏Ꮃфዴ༓ϵರྏЙږȄߞاՀу
൪ៃ׀ᖑЀĩЏࣇĪ۶اฅ၃࣏ԢڰȂᅆթڰ
ߞನ݇हࠕȂ১ྍӲ៳ݺᑾӲࠧேၭߞ
ೡᚐȂᚣթೡᚐయዃߤྻയԇф၃ᢚ
ఱПྲϘ҃ᑾӲࠧேၭфேၭȄԢϘงȂ
ॻၭڰᐯྻߞশสжྻȂᄑԴϝϛՐ
ᙩࢢೲᛓѹྻȂӲ؆ԑᑾӲߞশสၭڰᐯ
ྻȄညاে۶ߞاҩϘ֜ՀуȂশสၭ
ڰᐯྻߞԇѹਯᏑውขൾЀ݃թࢢႿ
یৎೡᚐԪۀȂຕ༰ـЂϧ༓Ȃգׄ෩
শสгҦߞԋᇒѪӀȄ
հ࣏ၥٱီޟȂԤٲငᡛڷЖுџ
༈௲ϠԑሆΙфŀ
ቓිിρȈၭڰᕕႍሃڭ་Ȃୠϯԋ
ᇒߞྲዾȄڼՂࠕՐԑಧфশสߞഢᇒ
ᑟᅹϩжᝯަߞȶᖖᄩȃߤྻȃᇒࣆຉȷ
Ȃഺ࣏ৃఀݙգၭڰদߞȄ՝ԴĳıՐࡈည
اҍԇࠧே֖ၭߞڰȂЏ෩্ြକȃᖖ
ᄩᇥмȃۘܠᅆ৶ЍਛਲуຠߞࣆຉຈຈȄ
اሮऎࠧேၭ୵Ϟᇯ᠕гҦૈ׀ҳȂᅆгಿ
ȃ৶Ѝ۶ЈߵތঋـᢖఀᝯᠪȂӒݙᓜۤН
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ኒົฑൾЀĩԴ߰ױĪԴళണညџሃۊਗেԪȄࢢవҽҠж־ऎኒ൶உԐӠȃኒ൶൰ԐӠȃኒћڣԐӠȃኒћᜑԐӠ
фኒћࠪԐӠȄ

գႽȄԴশสߞఐȂࠧேၭݙታۤߞᗟ
ஐֲȂ֭യԇদЂȂᇍᚚߞࠧேၭঋظϢ࢝
Ժ༡۶൯Ѝ֯Ȃـቮঋᅁᐼ၃ᢚȂഺߞ
ፁ࣏ৎᛟȄփࠧேၭߞࠜ୵ϞظϢ۶ጤ
႕ȂϵቮঋၭྻڰѹਯߞєᐱȂઘф࢝Ժᚈ
ࠝфഹثҼȄ

Ϡ๑ࠫࡋЙӲȄৎϠ࢝ሮԢКϠݙᗾߞ
ȶ႕ྍȇӒѕȇڗȇኅਛȇȇӀчϭȷ
Ȃ࢞Ϡѽ႕ȂӒݙᓜȶڏऎѕᗏȷȂڏሬ
࣏Ϡѕߞх࣍ȂঋއϠȂѕᅗӅ༷ӒፁȄ
ҩҳȂၭڰԴۘࣆຉӅ༷գቈڍȂఀ
ۖࢢލȂঋሃҁϠжڳȂঋᐯᕖྏਾȄ

ቓМᛒӑҡȈంѭᓐڗϯاಎಎᢜྻۖᇒನ
ߞᐯயȂබ࣏၃௱ঋхࢥЎჅȂঋۍ൯ዃ㩑
ᝅȂـঋ௱࠲ࢺֲᎠȄգϘࣱ႐Ү࣏ا
௱భԴϾߞȂҍ௶ࠛڽЈሲȮ੩ና
ਾЩᔂȯȈȶఐಎЙᄯȂዊ࿂ࡋȂᗽᗽז
ЄȂጛՂӜȷȄЂྍ࣏ࢽϘৎϠщᗐށข
ዊྻᅆЎգྫཋȂჅٕݺ۶ேߞྏ
ఐЙྻࢺ᠈ࠜϳȂჅݺॎҍߞϠཕӅྻۖۦ
ܦȂזЄᕕႍՂӜϘଠߞጛٕᜦȂףሊ
ிጋȂЙ௺ෳȂࡒᢖኊৃȄ

ቓМᛒӑҡȈ႕ࠫऎԐȂփၭڰঋᅆߤྻ
യԇȄӲȶᖖᄩȃߤྻȃᇒࣆຉȷ࣏ظ
ႤȂࠜቈߞြॗ۶៏ఀߞԩᗏҞѽ࣏ـЂߞ
ඡȄ

ቓМ٤ӑҡȈంѭᓐߞ၃ᢚۖЎՐቅߞ
ظႤ֖Ѝ֯ȂۖĲĺĺĸՐ൹Ӳ؈ڲཇୈ༰ᄥ
Ȃاᐯᕖ࢝ԺգᝯᇒನߞߢᝊȄԴظႤ֖
࣏اയলᔍಯࡡߞȂ൹ࢢاપ־দ
লᔍᇒನȂԋਣڕԨԺЮмȂэ࣏ێ
ࠝߞӠྍȂӠྍڽ࿚ȃӠಯфੜȃϠ
ϧႤ࿚ቮӀᓊȂӫߞ࣏жলᔍȄթҳၭ
ڰᅆ৶Ѝঋգ҇ԊߞࠫԇȂϘڏߞᇒನጀ
ՑЏЙԪܢȂҪঋգۘ࢘ᇒನϠڰȂබ๑
ቮڰڰჅயȄ

ቓМ߫ӑҡȈ႕ࠫȃӒߡ۶ੜತൌ࢝দঋȂ
Ղاం࢙ߞڰᒝلਫ਼֖ȂަদಯࡡࡡᎳф
ӹറȂՂЙକႿۖഺڱӎȂබ࢝ఀ
ۖࢉї۶Ԣ֖ߞࠫԇȄ

հ࣏ီٱȂձঈܲٲӓӣቋŀ
ቓිിρȈ႕ࠫϘ࣏ܠ൵দঋߞȂݙᓜ

ቓМ٤ӑҡȈၭڰቮۍ൯ቈڍȄ؈ڲ༟Н
ࠐ၃ᑢࠛᓉলዷȂᖖᄩߞᢏᏏȂᢰاჰڍг
ҦӅ༷ݤਣசፑȂЙକඏϘ၃ᖉ၃Ԟ
۔Ȅഺٙܠᢰ؈ڲӤϘਛ഼ߞԞ۔гҦȂ
ਣЫऎϘਛᗂԨᗑԪ഼ୈԋȄ

Ιড়ΡԤؠԤΙٲӓӣޟ༞ԁŀ
ᘪઽಀڧޱȈෳ Վ ҍ ઔ ࣏ ѭ Є Н ༡ ߞ Ԓ
ԢཝՀȄኒൾЀంЈ༟ܕᄁᔽۊЄᐯ೫ଝ
ઔߞثକȂሮऎҞᐯᕖᑾӲ۶ِӠȄۊЄ
ϬϠϘߡգᒕ࿂ணሃশสઔࠦڰՐᄥߞڰ
சȂኒൾЀـฅ၃ҍԇႍೡᚐߞನྻڰѹ
ਯȄᘵ๒ኒൾЀЏՐჅϣϩȂ֭Ъጤାҍ
ઔȂـգᄑሃਛϠԴҳԳҍઔอȄ

